
Enabling Speed to Market with 
Automated Loan Origination 

With an automated loan origination solution, Suncorp is 
providing customers with streamlined loan processing and 
approval processes.

The Suncorp Group includes leading general insurance, banking, life insurance, 
superannuation and investment brands in Australia and New Zealand. The Group 
has around 16,000 employees and relationships with nine million customers. It is a 
Top 25 ASX listed company with over $95 billion in assets.

The Need for Speed
Suncorp’s reliance on non-integrated systems and manual processes was 
impacting loan application processing times and approval efficiencies. The 
areas affected included property appraisal, applicant data capture, credit score 
assessment and loan approval and decision-making procedures. The reliance on 
outdated processes was hindering Suncorp’s ability to grow its consumer loan 
business in Queensland – its large and highly lucrative home state.

Suncorp sought to improve its loan origination activities by reducing loan 
processing times and error rates and eliminating duplicated efforts resulting 
from separate front and back-office systems and processes. Other areas targeted 
for improvement included stemming fee leakage due to insufficient monitoring, 
adopting a consistent approach to compliance management and delivering 
consistent customer service through improved staff access to product information.

Business Issue 
Suncorp determined its reliance on non-
integrated systems and manual processes 
were affecting its ability to grow its consumer 
loan business by inhibiting loan application 
processing and approval. 

Solution
Pega BPM provided an integrated platform for 
automated mortgage, personal loan and credit 
card origination. Deployed across multiple 
channels, the solution enables improved 
customer service, faster approval times and an 
increased capacity for handling new business.

Benefits
 ` Reduction of manual processes in mortgage 

applications by over 50%
 ` Faster loan approvals, with reduced errors, 

higher quality services levels and more 
consistent handling across departments.

 ` Consistency across loan origination 
processes.



Agile and Streamlined Business Processes
Suncorp turned to Pega BPM for a solution to automate and 
standardize processes, regardless of the point of origination, for 
its mortgage, personal loan and credit card product lines. By 
utilizing Pega BPM to streamline complex business processes 
and by removing manual process from essential steps of the 
loan application and approval process, Suncorp was able to 
achieve consistency across the loan origination process.

“With Pegasystems’ strong knowledge of our market, and the 
ease of configuration of the solution, which combines both rules 
and workflow capability in a single tool, deployment into our 
existing operating environment was made simpler,’ according to 
Milne Davidson, Executive Manager, Front End Systems.

By creating a centrally defined but globally deployed rules-
driven loan origination platform, Suncorp was able to achieve 
consistent, compliant handling of loan applications, faster 
approval for new clients, reduced errors and fee write downs, 
an increased capacity for handling new business, improved 
customer service, reduced training times for new staff, all while 
leveraging existing IT assets.

During the development process Pega BPM addressed the 
frequent changes in scope and direction, and the development 
team was able to adapt and adjust to numerous changes “on-
the-fly” within shorter timeframes, requiring fewer people and at 
significantly reduced cost.

Pega BPM delivered extensive automation of the loan origination 
process, a reduction in the number of manual steps for data 
capture, appraisal, credit assessment and decision-making 
steps, as well as streamlining the final loan approval process.

An End to End Loan Origination Solution
The system now offers full, end-to-end loan origination including 
application capture, credit approval, automatic decisioning, 
automated loans mortgage insurance, a broker portal, loans 
verification, settlement, fulfillment and establishment, crossing 
all key business areas needed to identify opportunities and 
create accounts. 

Benefits achieved from the solution include the ability to reduce 
manual processes for a mortgage application from over a dozen 
to fewer than six. Additional costs benefits were achieved by 
the removal of redundant calls to credit valuation bureaus on 
behalf of applications by  loan managers which eliminated the 
resulting fees. 

For more information, please contact your Pegasystems representative, visit us on the Web at www.pega.com, or email us at 
info@pega.com. © Copyright 2012 Pegasystems. All rights reserved.
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“With Pegasytems’ strong knowledge of 
our market and the ease of configuration 
of the solution, which combines both rules 
and workflow capability in a single tool, 
deployment into our existing operating 
environment was made simpler.”

Milne Davidson
Executive Manager, Front End Systems

Suncorp


